PAVAROOM

Insulating board for interior finishing



Light, stable and insulating



Quick installation



Vapour control and air-tight, finished
surface for finishing work

Packaging
Thickness
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1230 x 520
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1,35
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36
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2500 x 540

48,6

691

1,35

Production: France

Characteristics
3

Density [kg/m ]

Product description
230

Thermal conductivity (λd) (EN 13171) [W/(m.K)]

0,044

Specific heat capacity (c) [J/(kg.K)]

2100

Sd value [m]

2

Reaction to fire (EN 13501–1)

E

Compressive strength at 10 % deformation [kPa]

250

Tensile strength perpendicular to faces [kPa]
30
Waste code according to The European Waste Catalogue (EWC)
030105; 170201; 170604
Edge profile

tongue - groove

PAVAROOM is a natural and ecological, thermal and contact
sound-insulating board based on wood fiber finished with a hard
cellulose facing.
The board can be used universally in the interior finish of walls,
attics and ceilings.
The coating fulfills the function of vapour control, using an extra
vapour control membrane is not required.
Thanks to the coating and the tongue and groove finishing, one can
save up to 3 steps in comparison with plasterboard, which enables
quick installation.
The combination with PAVAFIX WIN sealing tape guarantees a
high airtightness to the building.
Always consult the local regulations and installation guidelines of
the manufacturer.

Health, Environment and Safety
This product does not contain any substance which is likely to be
detrimental to your health or to the environment and complies with
generally admitted Health and Safety Requirements.
For more information, please refer to the relevant safety data
sheet.

Storage

BETF-PAVAT0014.b/EN

Store the insulation boards on a flat surface, keep dry and
protected from sunlight.
Stack no more than 2 pallets on top of each other.

SOPREMA reserves the right to amend the composition of its material and consequently their prices, without prior notice. For this reason, all orders will be
accepted only in accordance with the conditions and technical specifications in force at the date of order.
Contact: www.Soprema.com
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